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Non-gait-specific intervention for the rehabilitation of walking after SCI: role of the arms
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Figure 2.11. Comparisons of the improvement in walking.
No muscle activity?

FES: Functional Electrical Stimulation

EES: Epidural Electrical Stimulation
INTEGRATION OF WIRELESS FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION IN A RECUMBENT THERAPY TRIKE
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Figure 28: Wireless FES cycling sensor setup. Emergency stop, throttle, torque sensor, encoder and inductive proximity sensor mounted on the trike.
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Assisted Cycling with Force-Driven Closed-Loop Epidural Electrical Stimulation in Clinical and Ecological Settings for Rehabilitation after Spinal Cord Injury
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Target knee extension during push phase

Cycling with and without EES
Effects of EES on Legs Tangential Force

EES of knee extension generates effective legs force to the cycling task
To summarise:

- Exploring your disability
- Understanding your disability
- Making the most of your disability
- Working with specialists
- Connecting specialists
- Launching studies
- Developing solutions
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